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Figure 2: Equivalence between the feasible path identification problem and the decision region determination problem. A plausible world is
equivalent to hypothesis (as shown by the blue dots in the lower row). A path ξi is equivalent to a region Ri over valid hypotheses where the
path is feasible. A collision check is equivalent to a test whose outcome is valid (green) or invalid (red). Tests eliminate hypotheses and the
algorithm terminates when uncertainty is pushed into a region (R1 ) and the corresponding path (ξ1 ) is determined to be valid.

information about the feasibility likelihood of other edges.
We wish to compute such a policy that judiciously chooses
edges to evaluate by exploiting such correlations.
We show that this problem is equivalent to the Bayesian
active learning problem of decision region determination
(DRD) [Javdani et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015] - given a set
of tests (edges), hypotheses (worlds), and regions (potential
paths), the objective is to select a sequence of tests that drive
uncertainty into a single decision region. The DRD problem
has one key distinction from the general active learning problem [Dasgupta, 2004] - we only need to know enough about
the world to ascertain if a path is feasible. To solve the DRD
problem in our context, we need to address two issues:

implicitly reasons about all possible worlds, and accept the
performance loss due to the independence assumption. By
controlling the bias term in B I SEC T, we can also choose to
not over-fit to the training database. We make the following
contributions:
1. We show an equivalence between the edge evaluation
problem and the decision region determination problem.
2. We propose a framework to combine two DRD algorithms, D I REC T and B I SEC T, that near-optimally
solves the decision region problem, overcomes issues
pertaining to finite databases and can be executed efficiently online.
3. We evaluate our approach on a spectrum of planning
problems including a manipulator and a helicopter.

(a) Enumeration of all possible worlds.
(b) Solving the DRD problem in general is NP-hard [Javdani et al., 2014].
Fortunately, [Chen et al., 2015] provide an algorithm, D I REC T, to address (b) by maximizing an objective function
that satisfies adaptive submodularity [Golovin and Krause,
2011] - a natural diminishing returns property that endows
greedy policies with near-optimality guarantees. However,
D I REC T requires (a) to be solved. Explicitly enumerating
all possible worlds is impractical even as an offline operation
- since each world is a configuration
of edges, a graph with E

edges can induce O 2E possible worlds.
[Choudhury et al., 2017a] addresses (a) by examining the
DRD problem when edges are independent. They propose an
efficient near-optimal algorithm
B I SEC T which reduces the

computation from O 2E to O (E). However, this independence assumption is too strong for certain environments (such
as those in Fig 1) thus leading to excessive edge evaluations.
Our key idea is to combine the two approaches. We sample
a finite database of worlds and apply D I REC T offline on this
database to compute a decision tree of edges to evaluate. At
test time we execute the tree. When we reach a leaf node,
we have either solved the problem or the world lies outside
of the database. In such cases we execute B I SEC T, which
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2

Problem Formulation

We now describe the edge evaluation problem, showing the
equivalence to the DRD problem along the way. Let G =
(V, E) be an explicit graph that consists of a set of vertices
V and edges E. Given a pair of start and goal vertices,
(vs , vg ) ∈ V , a search algorithm computes a path ξ ⊆ E - a
connected sequence of valid edges. The search is performed
on an underlying world φ which corresponds to a specific validity status of edges. Our belief about the robot’s environment defines a distribution P (φ). We address applications
where the cost of evaluating an edge is c(e). We make a simplification to the problem - instead of searching G online for
a path, we frame the problem as identifying a valid path from
a library of ‘good’ candidate paths Ξ = (ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξm ) 1 .
Let H = {h1 , . . . , hn } be a set of “hypotheses”, each of
which is analogous to a world. Hence, we have a prior distribution P (h) on this set corresponding to P (φ). A “test”
t ∈ T is performed by querying a corresponding edge e ∈ E
for evaluation, which returns a binary outcome x ∈ {0, 1} denoting if an edge is valid or not. Thus each hypothesis can be
1

For example a library of k-shortest paths
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considered a function, h : T → {0, 1}, mapping tests to corresponding outcomes. The cost of performing a test is c(t). A
path ξi ∈ Ξ corresponds to a set of worlds on which that path
is valid. Hence each path ξi ∈ Ξ corresponds to a “decision
m
region” Ri ⊆ H over the space of hypotheses. Let {Ri }i=1
be the set of “decision regions” corresponding to Ξ.
For a set of tests A ⊆ T that are performed,
let the observed outcome vector be denoted by xA .
Let the version space H(xA ) be the set of hypotheses consistent with outcome vector xA , i.e. H(xA ) =
{h ∈ H | ∀t ∈ A, h(t) = xA (t)}.
We define a policy π as a mapping from the current outcome vector xA to the next test to select. A policy terminates
when at least one region is valid, or all regions are invalid. Let
h be the underlying world on which it is evaluated. Denote
the outcome vector of a policy π as xA (π, h). The expected
cost of a policy π is c(π) = Eh [c(xA (π, h)] where c(xA )
is the cost of all tests t ∈ A. The objective is to compute a
policy π ∗ with minimum cost such that at least one region is
valid,
π ∗ ∈ arg min c(π) s.t ∀h, ∃Rd : P (Rd | H(xA )) = 1
π

(1)
We summarize the equivalence which is illustrated in
Fig. 2. A world is equivalent to a hypothesis. We do not
know the true hypothesis, but have a belief over them. Evaluating an edge is equivalent to performing a test. Based on the
outcome, we can update this belief. Each path in the library
is equivalent to a region. The set of worlds for which a path
is valid correspond to the set of hypothesis belonging to the
region. The goal is to drive uncertainty to at least one path,
i.e. one region.

3

Related Work

We examine the problem class of expensive edge evaluation in motion planning which has inspired a variety of
‘lazy’ approaches. The LazyPRM algorithm [Bohlin and
Kavraki, 2000] only evaluates edges on the shortest path
while FuzzyPRM [Nielsen and Kavraki, 2000] evaluates
paths that minimize probability of collision. The Lazy
Weighted A* (LWA*) algorithm [Cohen et al., 2015] delays edge evaluation in A* search and is reflected in similar techniques for randomized search [Gammell et al., 2015;
Choudhury et al., 2016a; Hauser, 2015]. We base our work on
the LazyShortestPath (LazySP) framework [Dellin and Srinivasa, 2016] which examines the problem of which edges to
evaluate on the shortest path. The Anytime Edge Evaluation
(AEE*) framework [Narayanan and Likhachev, 2017] also
deals with a similar problem however it makes an independent edge assumption.
Efficient collision checking has its own history in the context of motion planning. [Bialkowski et al., 2016] creates a
data-structure to store the distances to obstacles from queries
to speed-up future queries. However, this assumes access to
an interpretable distance value, and benefits are only asymptotic in nature. Other approaches model belief over the configuration space to speed-up collision checking [Huh and Lee,
2016; Choudhury et al., 2016b], sample vertices in promising regions [Bialkowski et al., 2013] or grow the search
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Figure 3: The overall approach framework. Offline: D I REC T is
executed on a database to create a decision tree. Online: Tree is
executed until leaf node is reached. If the problem is unsolved, B I SEC T is invoked with bias term θi

tree to explore the configuration space [Hsu et al., 1997;
Burns and Brock, 2005; Lacevic et al., 2016]. However, these
approaches make geometric assumptions, requires creating a
data-structure online which maybe expensive and do not exploit correlations from prior data. Our approach, in comparison, is completely general and applicable to any domain.
We draw a novel connection between motion planning
and optimal test selection which has a wide-spread application in medical diagnosis [Kononenko, 2001] and experiment design [Chaloner and Verdinelli, 1995]. Optimizing the ideal metric, decision theoretic value of information [Howard, 1966], is known to be NPPP complete [Krause
and Guestrin, 2009]. For hypothesis identification (known as
the Optimal Decision Tree (ODT) problem), Generalized Binary Search (GBS) [Dasgupta, 2004] provides a near-optimal
policy. For disjoint region identification (known as the Equivalence Class Determination (ECD) problem), EC2 [Golovin
et al., 2010] provides a near-optimal policy. When regions
overlap (known as the Decision Region Determination (DRD)
problem), HEC [Javdani et al., 2014] provides a near-optimal
policy. The D I REC T algorithm [Chen et al., 2015], a computationally more efficient alternative to HEC, forms the basis of our approach. We also employ the B I SEC T algorithm [Choudhury et al., 2017a], which solves the DRD problem under edge independence assumptions.

4
4.1

Approach
Overview

Fig. 3 shows an overview of our approach. We sample a finite
database of worlds to create a training dataset. We employ
a greedy yet near-optimal algorithm D I REC T [Chen et al.,
2015] to solve the DRD problem. D I REC T chooses decisions
to prune inconsistent worlds from the database until it can ascertain if a path is valid. The decisions of D I REC T can be
compactly stored in the form of a decision tree which is computed offline. At test time, the tree is executed until the leaf
node is reached. At this point, either the problem is solved or
the fraction of consistent worlds drops below a threshold η,
i.e. it is likely that the test world is not in the database. In the
latter case, we invoke another DRD algorithm, B I SEC T. B I SEC T implicitly reasons about the exhaustive set of O(2E )
worlds and does this efficiently by assuming edges are independent. B I SEC T is invoked with a bias vector of edge like-
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Algorithm 1: D I REC T (Hact , R, X, c)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

fold = DRD (Hact , R) ;
. Compute old fDRD
for t ∈ T do
∆(t) ← 0;
for xt ∈ {0, 1} do
Hcond ← {h ∈ Hact | X(h, t) = xt } ;
. Prune
cond |
p ← |H
;
.
Probability
of
outcome
|Hact |
∆(t) ← ∆(t) + p (DRD(Hcond , R) − fold );
∆(t) ←

8
9

Algorithm 3: WeightEC (H0 , R, i)
1
2
3

3
4

return 1 − v;

1
2|H|2

test t∗ ∈ arg max
t

The Decision Region Edge Cutting Algorithm
(D I REC T)

. Remaining hyp

(a + b)2 − a2 − b

wEC ({Ri } ∩ H(xA ))
wEC ({Ri })

(2)

∆fEC (t | xA )
.
c(t)

We now return to the general DRD problem where regions
are not disjoint. D I REC T reduces the DRD problem with
m regions to m instances of the ECD problem. Each ECD
problem is a ‘one region versus all’. ECD problem i is defined over the following disjoint regions: the first region is
Ri and the remaining regions are singletons containing only
one hypothesis h ∈
/ Ri . The EC2 objective corresponding to
r
this problem is fEC (xA ). The key idea is that solving any
one ECD problem solves the DRD problem. The D I REC T
algorithm then combines them in a Noisy-OR formulation by
defining the following combined objective
m
Y
r
fDRD (xA ) = 1 −
(1 − fEC
(xA ))
(3)
r=1

In order to solve the DRD problem in (1), we adopt the framework of Decision Region Edge Cutting (D I REC T) [Chen et
al., 2015]. The intuition behind the method is as follows as tests are performed, hypotheses inconsistent with test outcomes are pruned away. Hence, tests should be incentivized
to push the probability mass over hypotheses into a region as
fast as possible. [Chen et al., 2015] derive a surrogate objective function that not only provides such an incentive, but also
exhibits the property of adaptive submodularity [Golovin and
Krause, 2011] - greedily maximizing such an objective results
in a near-optimal policy.
D I REC T uses a key result from the EC2 algorithm
[Golovin et al., 2010] which solves the Equivalence Class
Determination (ECD) problem - a special case of the DRD
problem (1) when regions are disjoint. The EC2 algorithm
defines a graph GEC = (VEC , EEC ) where the nodes are hypotheses and edges are between hypotheses in different decision regions EEC = ∪i6=j {{h, h0 } | h ∈ Ri , h0 ∈ Rj }. The
weight of an edge is defined as w({h, h0 }) = P (h)P (h0 ).
An edge is said to be ‘cut’ by an observation if either hypothesis is inconsistent with the observation. The
aim is to cut all edges, i.e. to drive total weight to 0.
EC2 efficiently computes the total weight wEC ({Ri }) =
P
P
1
P (Ri ))2 − P (Ri )2 . It then defines an objective
2 (
i

b ← |H| − a ;
i
return wEC
=

EC2 uses the fact that fEC (xA ) is adaptive submodular
([Golovin and Krause, 2011]) to define a greedy algorithm.
Let the expected marginal gain of a test be ∆fEC (t | x) =
Ext fEC (xA∪{t} ) − fEC (xA ) | xA . It greedily selects a

lihoods θ which can be chosen to prevent over-fitting to the
training database. The combined behaviour of the framework
is as follows - the tree makes a set of evaluations to quickly
collapse the posterior on to a set of candidate paths, while
B I SEC T completes the episode being guided by the obtained
posterior. We now describe each component.

4.2

. Number of hyp in region

fEC (xA ) = 1 −

return arg max ∆(t);

v ← 1;
for i ∈ {1, .. . , m} do

0
,R,i)
; . Weight of each ECD
v ← v WeightEC(H
WeightEC(H,R,i)

R(h, i) ;

inally to the weight of pruned regions Ri ∩ H(xA ), i.e.

∆(t)
;
c(t)

Algorithm 2: DRD (H0 , R)
1

P
h∈H0

t∈T

2

a←

i

function fEC (xA ) that measures the ratio of the weight orig-
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D I REC T uses the fact that fDRD (xA ) is also adaptive sub∆
(t | x )
modular to greedily select a test t∗ ∈ arg max fDRDc(t) A .
t

For details on the theoretical guarantees and proofs, we refer
the reader to [Chen et al., 2015].
To aid in implementation, we provide a pseudo-code for
D I REC T in Alg. 1, 2 and 3. The pseudo-code is derived
by expanding and simplifying ∆fDRD (t | xA ) which we omit
for brevity. Alg. 1 describes the main subroutine of D I REC T
algorithm that greedily selects a test to execute based on the
current state. Hact is the set of active hypotheses which have
remained consistent so far with test outcomes. R ∈ Rn×m is
a binary membership matrix where R(h, r) = 1 if h ∈ Rr .
X ∈ Rn×|T | is the test outcome matrix where X(h, t) =
h(t). c ∈ R|T |×1 is a vector of test costs. Line 1 computes
the current value of fDRD by invoking the DRD function. Line
2 iterates over each test. Line 4 iterates over the two possible
outcomes. Line 5 computes Hcond , the set of consistent hypotheses conditioned on the test outcome. Line 6 computes
the new fDRD value by invoking the DRD function and computes the gain. Line 9 returns the test with the highest gain.
Alg. 2 describes the fDRD computation for H0 . Line 2 iterates over every region (i.e. every ECD problem) and multiplies the weight ratio of individual ECD problem. Line 3
returns the value.
Alg. 3 calculates the weight of the ith ECD problem. Line
1 computes the number of hypothesis in the region Ri . Line 2
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computes the number of hypothesis outside the region. Line
i
3 computes wEC
. The computational complexity of Alg. 1 is
O (|T | mn). Speedups can be obtained by lazy gain evaluation and graph coloring to reduce the number of ECD problems [Chen et al., 2015].
Let’s examine the the situation when all the uncertainty is
pushed into a region Ri , i.e. when the problem is solved.
In Alg. 3, the value of b = 0. Hence the algorithm returns
i
wEC
= 0. Alg.2 assigns v = 0 as result (irrespective of other
weights) and returns a value of 1. Since 1 is the maximum
value of fDRD , this corresponds to the maximum possible
gain ∆(t) in line 7 of Alg. 1.

4.3

Offline Decision Tree using D I REC T

We presented an algorithm D I REC T for selecting a test in
Alg. 1. One approach is to run this algorithm at test time
to make decisions about which edge to select for evaluation.
However, the algorithm needs access to the entire training
database R and X at runtime. This can be expensive for storage and computational reasons. We need an approach that has
minimal edge selection time.
Algorithm 4: CreateDecisionTree (Γ, Hact , R, X, c)

1
2
3
4
5
6

t ← D I REC T (Hact , R, X, c) ;
. Invoke algorithm
Γ.test ← t ;
. Assign test to tree node
1
Hact
← {h ∈ Hact | X(h, t) = 0} ; . Prune
 false hyp
1
CreateDecisionTree Γ.left, Hact
, R, X, c ;
2
Hact
← {h ∈ Hact | X(h, t) = 0} ; . Prune
 true hyp
2
CreateDecisionTree Γ.right, Hact
, R, X, c ;

We circumvent this problem by computing a decision tree
offline using D I REC T. The process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The nodes of the tree encode which edge to evaluate. The
tree branches represent the outcome of the evaluation. The
tree is created by recursively calling a subroutine described
in Alg. 4. Line 1 invokes D I REC T to get a test. Line 2 stores
this test in the current node of the tree. To evaluate the left
branch, line 3 assumes the test outcome is 0 and prunes inconsistent hypothesis. Line 4 calls the subroutine with the
left node. The right branch is also similarly evaluated in lines
5 and 6 assuming the test outcome is 1. Note that the number
of nodes of the tree is bounded by |H| which is much smaller
than 2|T | .

4.4

Executing B I SEC T from the Leaf Node

If we reach the leaf node of the tree and the problem is still
unsolved, we need to execute an online algorithm that can run
to completion by reasoning over the exhaustive set of worlds.
We use the Bernoulli Subregion Edge Cutting (B I SEC T) algorithm [Choudhury et al., 2017a] as our online algorithm.
B I SEC T addresses the DRD problem under the assumption
that test outcomes are independent Bernoulli random variables. It leverages this assumption to reduce computational
complexity from O 2E to O (E) and has a closed form expression which we omit here for brevity.
B I SEC T needs as input a bias vector which corresponds
to the independent likelihood of an edge being free. Since
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D I REC T has made a set of decisions to collapse the posterior, albeit on a finite database, we wish to use this to inform
B I SEC T. We do this by growing the D I REC T decision tree
only until the version space Hη drops below a fraction η of
consistent worlds, i.e. |Hη | ≤ η |H|. This is then used to
create a bias vector θ with a mixture term to ensure non-zero
support for all plausible worlds. The bias term for a test t is
1 X
θ(t) = α
X(h, t) + (1 − α) 0.5
(4)
|Hη |
h∈Hη

We can control overfitting to training data by tuning α. Using
B I SEC T with a bias of 0.5 is a principled approach when one
does not have any prior knowledge about the world.

5
5.1

Experiments
Dataset Construction

We evaluated our approach on a collection of datasets from
insightful 2D problems to more realistic high dimension
problems as encountered by a helicopter or a robot arm. The
robot dynamics information is used to create an explicit graph
G = (V, E). A dataset of n worlds is sampled from a designed generative model. Each edge is evaluated on each
world to create a test outcome matrix X ∈ Rn×|T | . A library
of paths is created along with a binary membership matrix
R ∈ Rn×m encoding the validity of a path on a world. 10%
of the data is used for test, remainder for training. Typical
values used are n : 1000, m : 500. Details about the dataset
generation are described in [Choudhury et al., 2017b]. Opensource code and details can be found here: https://github.com/
sanjibac/matlab learning collision checking

5.2

Baseline Algorithms

Our primary baseline is B I SEC T [Choudhury et al., 2017a]
which treats each edge as independent Bernoulli random variables. We additionally use information theoretic baselines
from [Choudhury et al., 2017a] which were competitive with
B I SEC T, i.e the M AX P ROB R EG version of M AX TALLY,
S ET C OVER and MVO I.
To compare with a planning baseline, we use the L AZY SP
algorithm [Dellin and Srinivasa, 2016] which operates on the
original graph G. L AZY SPS ET is provably optimal with
respect to edge evaluations when the planning algorithm is
given no prior information. We also introduce L AZY SPS ET
which is restricted to the library of paths Ξ.

5.3

Summary of Results

Table 1 shows the normalized evaluation cost of an algorithm,
i.e cost(D Icost(alg)
REC T +B I SEC T) − 1. The two numbers are lower and
upper 95% confidence intervals. The best performance on
each dataset is highlighted. We present a set of observations
to interpret these results.
O 1. D I REC T +B I SEC T has a consistently competitive performance across all datasets.
Table 1 shows on 16 datasets, D I REC T is at par with the
best — on 8 of those it is exclusively the best.
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L AZY SP

Forest
OneWall
TwoWall
MovingWall
Baffle
Maze
Bugtrap
Mixture
OneWall
MovingWall
Baffle
Bugtrap
Wires
Canyon
Clutter
Table+Clutter

L AZY SPS ET

M AX TALLY

S ET C OVER

MVO I

B I SEC T

2D Geometric Planning: Variation across environments
(10.90, 18.48)
(1.84, 3.02)
(0.17, 0.40)
(0.14, 0.51)
(0.30, 0.55)
(0.014, 0.20)
(7.47, 16.01)
(0.30, 0.71)
(0.00, 0.30)
(0.08, 0.34)
(0.09, 0.36)
(−0.06, 0.22)
(21.54, 26.68)
(0.00, 0.21)
(0.20, 0.92)
(0.12, 0.58)
(0.31, 0.56)
(0.00, 0.53)
(1.33, 3.01)
(1.00, 1.54)
(0.43, 1.17)
(0.35, 0.91)
(−0.03, 0.57)
(0.11, 0.92)
(7.86, 11.26)
(2.30, 3.83)
(0.33, 1.06)
(0.36, 0.74)
(0.26, 0.89)
(0.11, 0.55)
(14.39, 19.66)
(1.16, 1.81)
(0.12, 0.34)
(0.00, 0.17)
(0.41, 0.87)
(0.44, 0.76)
(7.40, 8.57)
(2.74, 3.53)
(0.51, 0.84)
(−0.12, 0.54) (−0.12, 0.53)
(0.43, 0.91)
2D Geometric Planning: Heterogeneous datasets by mixing multiple environments
(1.82, 2.55)
(0.44, 0.95)
(0.0, 0.49)
(0.04, 0.47)
(−0.11, 0.23) (−0.07, 0.24)
SE(2) Nonholonomic Path Planning: Variation across environments
(2.22, 4.18)
(0.15, 0.57)
(0.16, 0.48)
(−0.11, 0.07)
(0.00, 0.28)
(−0.07, 0.12)
(−0.14, 0.23) (−0.14, 0.15)
(0.24, 0.49)
(0.13, 0.41)
(0.00, 0.36)
(0.10, 0.54)
(7.74, 10.48)
(2.88, 4.81)
(1.86, 3.21)
(1.35, 2.32)
(0.70, 1.47)
(1.14, 1.70)
(3.75, 6.51)
(2.27, 4.69)
(0.22, 0.52)
(0.05, 0.43)
(0.26, 0.55)
(0.12, 0.44)
Autonomous Helicopter Path Planning: Variation across environments
(17.42, 75.85)
(1.15, 3.08)
(0.55, 0.96)
(0.00, 0.25)
(−0.08, 0.08)
(0.08, 0.23)
(0.73, 1.27)
(1.41, 2.00)
(0.15, 0.52)
(0.07, 0.40)
(0.43, 0.72)
(0.06, 0.47)
7D Arm Planning: Variation across environments
(0.49, 1.08)
(0.09, 0.57)
(−0.04, 0.05)
(0.00, 0.13)
(0.10, 0.32)
(0.00, 0.10)
(0.94, 1.84)
(−0.22, 0.17)
(0.06, 0.51)
(0.05, 0.27)
(0.11, 0.46)
(0.06, 0.36)

D I REC T +
B I SEC T
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)
(0.00, 0.00)

Table 1: Normalized cost (with respect to our approach) of different algorithms on different datasets (lower and upper bounds of 95% C.I.)

O 2. D I REC T is effective on environments with spatial correlation.
Fig. 4 shows a test point from in the Maze dataset where
there are 5 hallways with one interconnecting passage. D I REC T is able to locate this passage with a few checks and
has better performance than B I SEC T which assumes independence between edges. L AZY SPS ET suffers as it goes
through the shorter paths first. The myopic heuristic MVO I
greedily evaluates the most probable path which fails for this
environment where a large number of paths are equiprobable.
O 3. D I REC T +B I SEC T improves in performance with
more data.
Fig. 5(a) shows that both mean and variance reduce as the
size of the dataset is increased. This is not only due to D I REC T having better realizability, but also due to B I SEC T
having a more accurate bias term.
O 4. B I SEC T is essential as a post-processing step.
We defined an algorithm, D I REC TONLY that runs D I REC T to completion and randomly returns a path from the
consistent set of paths, i.e. the a path D I REC T believes
should be feasible. Fig. 5(b) shows the failure rate of D I REC TONLY with training size, i.e. the returned path being
infeasible. The plot shows the failure does not go to zero.
B I SEC T is essential to reason about the remaining paths and
in which order to check edges to ascertain which path is free.
O 5. Our approach is robust to both heterogeneous datasets
as well as changes in train/test distribution
We applied D I REC T +B I SEC T on different heterogeneous datasets by combining Forest, TwoWall and Maze. We
see that even on this dataset, our approach outperforms some
of the baselines. This is due to the fact that D I REC T is still
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able to disambiguate between the type of worlds and subsequently exploit correlation. However, we note that the variance of the results are also higher - hence we conclude no one
method dominates significantly in this case.
To check the robustness of our approach to changes in the
test dataset, we trained D I REC T +B I SEC T on the TwoWall
distribution (which is highly structured). We then created a
test dataset by blending in this distribution with an unbiased
bernoulli distibution where every edge can be 0/1 with probability 0.5. The mixing fraction is ρ. We compare against
L AZY SPS ET which does not use the prior and is not affected
by this data corruption. When ρ = 0, we see that our approach not only outperforms L AZY SPS ET, the variance is
significantly lower. As ρ increases, our approach becomes
comparable to L AZY SPS ET- both having a large variance.
Note that L AZY SPS ET does not use any prior knowledge.
The fact that our approach is robust to this change in test environment can be attributed to the ability of B I SEC T to reason
about all worlds.
We take a closer look at a simple illustrative example from
the Baffle dataset for SE(2) path planning as shown in Fig. 6.
The combination of the narrow gap between two walls and
the curvature constraint of the robot makes this a challenging
problem for B I SEC T. We see that the prior over edge validity is not informative enough for B I SEC T to find the gap.
However, as D I REC T proceeds to collision check edges, it is
quickly able to localize the gap between the two walls. Interestingly, it is relatively uncertain about the actual vertical
location of the wall - this is reflective of D I REC T judiciously
reducing uncertainty only enough to make a region valid (i.e
to know if a candidate path would be feasible). The posterior
is much more informative for B I SEC T which is able to easily
find a feasible path.
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Figure 4: Comparison of algorithms on the Maze dataset. D I REC T +B I SEC T exploits the rectilinear structure of the maze.
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Figure 5: (a) Mean and variance of edge evaluation cost of D I REC T +B I SEC T with increasing training size. (b) The average failure (to
indentify a feasible path) rate when only using D I REC T (without B I SEC T). (c) Mean and variance of evaluation cost of our approach and
L AZY SPS ET when test data is corrupted by mixing it with a unbiased bernoulli distribution.

Figure 6: Illustration of belief propagation when applying D I REC T on a simple example from the baffle dataset( SE(2) ). Two walls force
the path to maneuver through the gap. D I REC T is able to collapse the uncertainty enough to locate the gap. B I SEC T finishes off the problem.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of identification of
a feasible path from a library while minimizing the expected
cost of edge evaluation given priors on the likelihood of edge
validity. We showed that this problem is equivalent to a DRD
problem where the goal is to select tests (edges) that drive uncertainty into a single decision region (a valid path). We proposed an approach that combines two DRD algorithms, D I REC T and B I SEC T, to efficiently solve the problem. We validated our approach on a spectrum of problems against state
of the art heuristics and showed that it has a consistent performance across datasets. These results demonstrate the utility
of prior data to achieve real-time robot planning.
We have only taken a first step towards forming a bridge
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between motion planning and active learning. There are several open questions and research directions:
1. Generalization to all paths: How can we reason about
set of all paths without explicit enumeration?
2. Incorporate solution quality: What is an optimal policy
for identifying the shortest path in a library?
3. Dealing with data starvation: Can we leverage learning
oracles that continuously predict plausible worlds?
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